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Continue with the latest daily buzz with buzzFeed Daily newsletter! 100 Gecs, 1000 GecsCourtesy of Dog Show Records100 gecs is a very special band, and you know from the second money machine start. Hey, you lil' pee the baby / You think you're so cool? Right? / You think you're so tough? You're talking a big lotta
game for someone with a small truck like that, Laura Les spits over a very large number of liquiders. If there's a single song that can describe gecs (none, but hey, let's pretend) this one-off strong, hard-hitting one that keeps wild between the early '10s rap club, bubblegum, and harsh sound. Whenever a bass hit, it will
make a rattle of your bones (good things, we promise).—G.C.Saweetie, ICYCourtesy from ICY/Artistry Records/Warner RecordsSaweetie, My Type ISaweetieJenis I am one of the most hip-hop songs of 2019, and right. A light heart banger that tries out Petey Pablo's hit, My Type is practically built to weaves himself in
your head. American Saweetheart (I'm sorry) quickly ruled out an alley for himself in a very crowded genre; All we can do is drift behind it.—L.L.DaBaby, KirkCourtesy from South Coast Music GroupDaBaby, BOPSama once no subtle to daBaby's rap way. Every bar from him feels short of breath, like he's raging
vehemently because he can be 10,000% of the time. It's not for a sense of urgency or anything, though; No, BOP is the sound of someone who is entirely confident that they are the best in the game right now.—G.C.In an era when streaming is king, it's hard to know which album is worth your time. We've got you
covered. As an ugly 2020 trudges, music continues to figure out how exists in truly unex explored territory. From Meg Thee Stallion to Flo Milli, women are dropping music that demands attention and respect, as they possess their sexuality and find pleasure in a time when it seems impossible. Here, we round up the
hottest track of 2020, from sultry simplicity off Liv.e's debut album to stadium-sized heavy congestion through Two Lipa and Jessie Ware. Weakened by Flo Milli This content is imported from YouTube. You may be able to find the same content in other formats, or you may be able to find more information, on their
website. On Weak, Flo Milli winds through the pros and cons of hitting the fire of the past and present, as he simultaneously dodges text from members of the unwanted schedule. It was a satisfying display of sexual possession that had Flo Milli skipping blatantly over the melody beat, as he repeated the bad-bitch status
that he initially introduced the mainstream to with singles Beef FloMix. Buy Your Pleasure Song? by Jessie Ware This Content is imported from YouTube. You may be able to find the same content in another format, or you may be able to more information, on their website. Jessie Ware's What's Your Pleasure? is one of
the few projects brought in new refurbested disco waves to 2020. The record's title track is a neon-infused cut that sounds like it's supposed to be blaring through a roller court, with Ware twisting itself as the queen and host of the dance floor. Here together, what's your pleasure? he's purrs. Buy a White Tee Song by
Summer Walker featuring NO1-NOAH This content is imported from YouTube. You may be able to find the same content in other formats, or you may be able to find more information, on their website. In quite a staggering left turn from the R&amp;y cut; B usually, stripped down, Summer Walker comes with a spoken
word, half-sung/half-rap verse on The White Tee, a sultry cut from his Life on Earth EP. Tee White is outright sensual as it uses the Metaphor of Buy Song savage Remix by Megan Thee Stallion featuring Beyoncé This content is imported from YouTube. You may be able to find the same content in other formats, or you
may be able to find more information, on their website. The two unquestioned Queens of Texas eased the fantasy of every fan in 2020 by linking her. In the ceremonial crown, Beyoncé symbolically passed the torch of pop culture icons to Meg, as she hoped on the already smoky single verse of Savage. Buy SongFizikal
by Two Cockropa This content is imported from YouTube. You may be able to find the same content in other formats, or you may be able to find more information, on their website. Two Lipas harness the aesthetics of sweating, filling heads and the sound of the '80s on Physical. Following the leader of The Weeknd and
other artists who have leaned into a synthetic corner of pop oysters, Physical is released in allusions to chase a high pulse pulse. Buy SongWatch by Sculpture featuring Shygirl This content is imported from YouTube. You may be able to find the same content in other formats, or you may be able to find more information,
on their website. With a huge wave of vocal disorders paired with lyrics that mention unsealed self-esteem, British garage rapist and charming up-and-comer Shygirl warned of the fate of getting on with a bad bitch on Watch. The track found Sculpture and Shygirl negligently flowing over the beat of the planned house, as
the couple exhibited inherent chaos. Buy Fish SongAnda One at Sea by Liv.e This content is imported from YouTube. You may be able to find the same content in other formats, or you may be able to find more information, on their website. Liv.e's first project, Impatient to Tell You, is an atmospheric curveball slowly
gliding through regional souls, jazz, and R&amp;d; B that has been pressed and through his signature lo-fi pressure pot. Your Fish One at Sea is one of the album's less abstract musings, as Liv.e clearly embraces her certainty about the power of one's residence. Buy LaguTKN by Rosalía feat. Travis Scott This content
is imported from YouTube. You may be able to find the same content in other formats, or you may be able to find more information, on their website. Coupled with the inevitable TikTok dance, TKN is a sultry exchange between two of the toughest hitters of the year. Rosalía nabs his own breeding credits on the right
foundation, which finds him heavily leaning into reggaeton sounds, perhaps in part to another producer of the track and Puerto Rican reggaeton pioneer, DJ Nelson (along with his frequent collaborator El Guincho). The piece though finds Travis Scott raging over some of his own bars in Spanish. Buy WAP Songs by
Cardi B featuring Megan Thee Stallion This content is imported from YouTube. You may be able to find the same content in other formats, or you may be able to find more information, on their website. Two leading ladies in the verses trade rap in this explicit collaboration, which launches both the discourse on female
sexuality and the viral TikTok dance with high kicks and splits. Cardi doesn't slide on X-rated granules, and stallions don't hold back with the hard rhythm of hitting him. Do bombastic tracks deserve a place on the playlist to get you? It's home to you. But does it make you feel sexually blackmailed as hell? Of course. Buy
SongListen to all the songs below and follow HARPER BAZAAR on Spotify. This content is imported from third parties. You may be able to find the same content in other formats, or you may be able to find more information, on their website. This content is created and maintained by third parties, and imported into this
page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this content and similar piano.io there are several ways to deal with identifying chords in songs... some are more helpful than others. Let's take a look at some of them. Hearing a bass note is, to me, the easiest way to
identify a chord. Due to the role of bass in pop in rock music in general to lay the foundation of music, and to play the roots (main notes) of most chords, all the information we need to identify chords is often available in the bass section. Try this: choose a song that sounds quite easy to play - one that doesn't move too
fast, and use the cut base guitar part.now, hear the guitar part, and identify when the chord changes song.try to identify the bass section. The bass section in pop and rock music usually contains a single note, and is the lowest sound tool in the band.using your guitar, try and identify what bassist notes play when the
guitar cord changes. Slide Slides finger over your sixth string of guitars, and try each note, until you find one that sounds like a recording.identify the note (e.g. the eighth upset on the sixth strap is C)trying to play different types of C chords (Cmajor, Cminor, C7, etc.) at that point in the songwhen you find the right cord,
proceed to the next cord , even some problems arise. Sometimes, bass players don't play cord root notes... For example, they can play note E, when the cord is actually Cmajor. In time, you will learn to identify this sound immediately, but at first, situations like this will definitely cause you some suffering. Unforcked shot!
This technique is very useful when you have tried the bass note method of thinking about the cord, and failing miserable. Hope you've shared your skills at an open string ring hearing, because it's useful here too! The concept is simple: listen to any open string of rings in recordings, then find the same string on your
guitar. Now, shelves your brain to remember all the cords you know that use open straps, and try them all out, until you've found the right cord. For example, if you can detect an open G and B string ring in the part of the guitar you hear, the cord can be the main cord G open, or the small cord E open (in fact, it can be a
lot of cords, but we keep it simple here!) You'll then try both cords, to see which ones sound right. This is acknowledged the laborious method of thinking about the cord, but sometimes, it is the necessary evil. The concept is simple ... Just listen to the cord on the recording again and again, choose any notes you can
hear, and try to replicate them on the guitar. If you're lucky, after you get some notes, you'll recognize the cord. Sometimes, however, you won't know the cord at all, so you have to put it together a note at a time. This can be very frustrating, but hey, nobody promises this is going to be easy! And believe that, as you work,
you also train your ears, so next time, it will be easier. With just a little knowledge, we can also make it easier to anticipate what the cord *can *be, without taking a guitar to try and figure it out. We will resolve by using a basic theory to help figure out the song. Song.
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